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Abstract

Due to Covid-19, many working parents are facing new challenges. The aim of this paper is to share their personal experiences and the best recommendations for resolving their difficulties. We summarise their complex thoughts on the subject of the home office in relation to the household, homeschooling and the education of all concerned. In order to address this question, a qualitative research paradigm using WhatsApp as a medium in order to explore the following research questions was used: 1) How are employees able to manage the home office, homeschooling and the household under one roof? and 2) Will WFH and homeschooling disadvantage working mothers more than working fathers? Data were collected from 10 working parents (five males and five females) in Austria. According to coding, four major themes were explored: 1) Compatibility, 2) Work/home space, 3) Work week separation and 4) Suggestions and organisational recommendations. It was determined that at the beginning of the lockdown drawing a clear boundary between the home, office and school environments caused some difficulties. Especially parents with younger children experienced problems of compatibility. Secondly, flexibility and housing in relation to the home-office-school environment was a common topic throughout the interviews. Furthermore, before Covid-19 all participants had a more classic separation of roles. Roles and expectations changed as all the family members stayed at home day in and day out. Finally, in privileged situations (more living space, jobs that could be done remotely or support of the entire family), it was often easier to deal with the current challenges. This pandemic has brought many changes in everyday life and in terms of performing old tasks and new ones. This includes work at home and homeschooling. The obtained data provide important insights into how to deal with the impact of Covid-19 on work, home and school while emphasising the importance of these questions as well as of future research for support and information.
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1. Introduction

The Covid-19 pandemic demonstrates how globally networked our society has become and how differently this has affected various countries. Digital transformation brings with it many challenges in the workplace, in the sphere of education and elsewhere. The concept of fixed cubicles seems to be outdated.

In this study, working from home (WFH) refers to an office at the home of an employee who previously worked in a traditional cubicle. Homeschooling refers to the situation where the home
replaces the school as the place where the child receives his/her education.

Not all homes are equally well prepared for this shift from the face-to-face to the face-to-display world that is becoming so predominant in the coronavirus crisis. The crisis has revealed large differences in the spread of remote work across Europe (from the highest rate of 65.6% in Belgium to the lowest of 25.6% in Bulgaria). In Austria, almost 47% worked at home (Eurofound, 2021). Furthermore, according to the data of CEPS (Beblay et al., 2019), Austria (ranking 10th) is well prepared for this required e-learning. Interestingly, Germany is the worst positioned for e-learning, ranking 27th. Additionally, broadband connectivity, especially in a fixed very high capacity network, is poorest in Austria, Ireland and Czechia (EC, 2020). The 2nd Survey of Schools highlights continuous professional development in teaching practices and a positive attitude of parents towards digital technologies (EC, 2019). All in all, countries with higher GDP per capita tend to have a higher share of teleworkable jobs (López-Calva, 2020). Nicholas (2009) found that the level of education had a significant correlation with an interest in working remotely: “Partial support was found for the effect of autonomy and work/life balance toward the preference to telework.” Men were more interested in teleworking than women (Nicholas, 2009). Anghel et al. (2020) emphasise that not all workers are going to be able to take advantage of home office arrangements since those with a lower level of education will find it difficult to benefit from them.

As a result of the increase in home offices and homeschooling, the current paper looks at the WFH office and homeschool environment of working parents and their experiences and suggestions. The focus of this study is to investigate the situation of face-to-display working parents with school-age children facing various face-to-display work and school challenges, especially when schools are closed. In order to address this study, a qualitative research paradigm using WhatsApp as a medium was employed in order to explore how parents are able to manage the home office, the homeschool and the household under one roof.

The research questions for this study ask:

- How are parents able to manage the home office, the homeschool and the household under one roof?
- Will WFH and homeschooling disadvantage working mothers more than working fathers?

We first discuss the current state of the home office and homeschool environment, citing definitions and previous research. Next, the methodology in this paper is described. Then the findings are presented. The discussion provides a straightforward interpretation and explanation of the results. The last section gives the conclusion.

2. Home Office and Homeschool

The current Covid-19 pandemic has expanded working remotely. The crisis can be seen as an acceleration factor of working at home where companies switched to it in a short period of time. Furthermore, parents and teachers are helping children to learn at home. These forms of social distancing help to slow down the spread of the pandemic and avoid a collapse of the health-care system.

Working remotely can be defined according to the nature of the relevant work schemes: transport, ICTs, the workplace, the extent or portion of distance work and the applicable terms and conditions (Sullivan, 2003). But home working is a work programme generally associated with self-employed workers, piecework employees or salespeople operating from their homes (Tremblay and Thomsin, 2012). In this study, working from home (WFH) refers to an office at the home of an employee who previously worked in a traditional cubicle.

There are many indications that working remotely is here to stay (Baker, 2020). Before the pandemic, about 5% of people in the EU worked from home regularly (Milasi et al., 2020). Remote working has exploded in all European countries, e.g. during Covid-19, almost 47% of Austrians worked from home (Eurofound, 2021). This kind of working can offer different advantages and disadvantages for employees (Baruch, 2000; Beño, 2018; Timbal and Mustabsat, 2016; Tremblay and Thomsin, 2012). Generally, the employee’s self-management responsibilities increase. Studies have already shown that
working from home is appreciated by many employees despite all the problems involved (Beňo, 2018; Dockery and Bawa, 2014; Rupietta and Beckmann, 2016). It can also be assumed that the lockdowns and home offices were affected differently depending on industry sector, activity, organisation and even private living and family situation.

Malta (5th place) and Cyprus (6th place) performed better in the index of readiness for digital lifelong learning than the larger, wealthier and more economically successful countries such as Austria (10th place), Denmark (17th place), Belgium (21st place) and last-placed Germany (Beblavý et al., 2019). Further study in the PISA report (OECD, 2020) reveals wide disparities both between and within countries regarding the availability of technology in schools and of teachers’ capacities to use ICT effectively. On average there was one computer available at school for educational purposes for every 15-year-old student. In Austria, the computer-student ratio was 1.25 or more (OECD, 2020). Based on the latest data of the Austrian Ministry of Education (BMBWF, 2020), Austrian schools have 79.3% of LAN (local area network) and in more than half of the rooms about 85% of WLAN (wireless local area network) connections at their disposal. A further 51.5% of schools have an educational concept for the utilisation of digital media and technologies in the classroom. Additionally, the e-learning concept in relation to the Covid-19 pandemic demonstrates that learning platforms (99.2%) and e-mails (83.1%) were far more preferable than learning materials in paper form (under 17%) (BMBWF, 2020).

The concept of e-learning is a technology-mediated learning approach of great potential from the educational perspective (Valverde-Berrocoso et al., 2020). The Internet as a tool became one of the vital ways to make resources for research and learning available for both teachers and students to share and acquire information (Richard and Haya, 2009). According to Maltz and Deblois (2005), e-learning involves distributed learning, online-distance learning as well as hybrid learning (we explain this as a combination of face-to-face and face-to-display participation in the learning process). Algahtani (2011) evaluates the definitions of e-learning from distance, technology and pedagogy perspectives. Homeschool is understood in this paper as a place where the home, rather than the school, becomes the centre of the child’s education.

3. Methodology

Mobile instant messaging (MIM) has been explored in research as an interviewing tool (Maeng et al., 2016; Voida et al., 2004). To apply MIM in this qualitative study, WhatsApp as a free-of-charge medium to collect data was selected. WhatsApp provides an alternative platform for researchers when eliciting information (Singer et al., 2020). This tool allows for one-to-one and group communication (Gajjala and Verma, 2018). Furthermore, utilising new technologies, such as smartphones, to collect qualitative data seems to be more attractive (García et al., 2015). A most beneficial aspect of WhatsApp is that participants use it continuously during their day anyway, which made it easy to reach them for research purposes (Maeng et al., 2016). The main aim of the study was to investigate face-to-display working parents with school-age children who are facing various face-to-display work and school challenges, especially when schools are closed.

3.1 Sampling

Face-to-display workers with school-age children were specifically asked to participate in this investigation. Three of the participants were sought through personal contact by the authors, while the remaining seven were obtained by snowball sampling. This is a sample achieved through referrals by people who share or know of others who possess some characteristics that are of research interest (Biernacki and Waldorf, 1981).

The sample included 10 participants who were selected from across the services sector in Austria. The sample consisted of five females (F-J) and five males (A-E) with ages ranging from 37 to 51 (see Table 1). Once the participants were identified, an email invitation was sent.
Table 1. Breakdown of Sample Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Number of children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Data Collection

Selected participants were contacted via WhatsApp after an email invitation and their indicated timeslot was confirmed. Consequently, a pilot interview was conducted with one remote worker and the intended questions were redefined. Each respondent was interviewed via WhatsApp for 45 minutes. Respondents were asked following questions:

1. How are you able to manage the home office, homeschool and the household under one roof?
2. What is your current work situation? How has it changed since March 2020?
3. How do you organise yourself? Are you able to divide the work week with your partner (husband/wife) and how? And how many hours of gainful work do you do together?
4. Many families find themselves in less privileged situations - are single or separated parents, live in small apartments or have jobs that cannot be carried out remotely. What tips do you have for such people who have a particularly challenging everyday life? What can really help?
5. If you have to work and the children are at home, what (organisational) tips do you have for families in this situation, perhaps also for children of different ages? Are fixed structures and daily plans helpful?

3.3 Data Analysis

The analysis of the textual data (the interview transcripts) involves a demanding conversion process and requires a systematic data-processing approach. We therefore developed a two-level coding scheme (see Table 2) by standardising the textual units to organise and make sense of the qualitative data derived from the interviews. The first level of units comprised: Compatibility, Work/home space, Work week separation, Suggestions and organisational recommendations. The second level further distinguished: (1) Home-office, homeschool, household; (2) Employment status, place of work and learning at home; (3) Husband and wife; and (4) Plans, structures, rules, guidelines and tasks. The data processing involved a detailed analysis and comparison of the examined home-office-school arrangements, identifying similar or contrasting approaches, perceptions, preferences and particular features.

Table 2. Coding Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code level 1</th>
<th>Code level 2</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>Home Office</td>
<td>Employment, flexibility, concentration, distractions, childcare, working, learning, evening, weekend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homeschool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Household</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work/home space</td>
<td>Employment status</td>
<td>Working/learning at home, hybrid working, short-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Place of work and learning at home</td>
<td>working, house, apartment, pets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Ethical Considerations

All participants who engaged in the interviews were fully informed regarding confidentiality, privacy, sensitivity and data protection. A consent form was issued before the interview was conducted. All respondent participation was voluntary.

4. Findings

This section provides an examination of the data obtained and an exploration of the themes derived from the data by coding. Semi-structured interviews using WhatsApp were carried out with 10 participants who were all full-time e-workers and parents in the services sector.

4.1 Home-office-school compatibility

Before Covid-19, arranging how, when and where the workplace and homeschooling should be situated and carried out was a privilege. But this has now become a necessity for parents who work at home and have to juggle their work duties with homeschooling, childcare and the household. Some of them also have employees of their own.

Throughout the interviews, all the participants said that at the beginning of the lockdown drawing a clear boundary between home-office-school environments caused some difficulties. Participant A said that “it depends on the type of employment situation of both parents. Being a full-time employee, I am less flexible compared to my wife who has 22 working hours per week.” Similarly, participant I outlined the situation as follows: “I work from seven to one. During this time, I take care of my kids too. Sometimes, my older daughter helps me. My husband has full-time employment where he needs full concentration so he is less flexible.” However respondents D and G, who have their own business that was started by their parents, stated: “We divide our attention to our own employees (business) and family members (life) between ourselves.”

A number of interviewees, especially parents with younger children (A, B, C, E, F), said they experienced problems of compatibility. Respondent A said, “I get up very early, at 4 am, and then I work until 9 am. After that, homeschooling is done. When the tasks for the day have been completed, I continue working. But I also have to be present at work and then it’s really stressful. Then we sometimes sit up until late in the evening.” “For elementary school kids, even in 4th grade, it’s an absolute nightmare. Basically, we do our homework in the evenings or on the weekends. That also depends on the child. Some are very productive and independent, so it works out well. Others need attention and that is my case. Ergo: It doesn’t work,” participant E said. Compared with this, participant B expressed the opinion that “the needs of the children are very different and sometimes difficult to compare with the home office. In other words, someone who is less fortunate has to react quickly to their inquiries while concentrating on their own work. Most of the time, peak hours (early in the morning or late in the afternoon) are left for concentrated work.” In addition, interviewee F said, “I am constantly distracted by emails or phone calls and the children are not yet independent. I only taught my children in the mornings and worked from the afternoon to evening and at the weekends. It’s very stressful.” However, intriguingly, participant C said, “I try to loosen up. I focus a lot on my job, which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code level 1</th>
<th>Code level 2</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work week separation</td>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>Gender segregation: separate or equal, role theory, new gender work-family roles, boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions and Organisational recommendations</td>
<td>Plans</td>
<td>Home-office-school balance (mother-father-teacher-student)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rules</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guidelines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tasks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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is difficult for my kids to understand. Otherwise your bad conscience at work is just too much.”

However, in contrast to these views, participant D expressed the view that “clearly defined schedules are important. It is probably easier in the home office if there is a constant that is always there: in my case a dog that needs its food and exercise. As a result, I cannot sleep any later than if I were driving to the office.” Additionally “a younger child needs more support when it comes to homeschooling, e.g. videoconferencing and so on.”

It appears that switching between home-office-work environments is a challenge and a problem as all the participants expressed their inability to achieve smooth compatibility. “Even in our usual everyday life, it sometimes seemed impossible to us as parents to get all the tasks and programme items done under one roof for one day,” participant B stated. Participant F added: “In addition to delivery and pick-up times at the kindergarten, soccer training, homework, washing clothes, shopping, playing, reading aloud, educating and loving, there are also our job, our partnership, our friends and personal interests.” “Everything just doesn’t work,” the participants kept saying.

### 4.2 Work/Home space

Flexibility and housing in relation to the home-office-school environment was a common topic throughout the interviews. Five of the 10 respondents (B, D, F, G, I) said that having a house with a garden or pets was a potential benefit of the home office and homeschool flexibility compared to those participants without this. In a similar manner, participant E said, “fortunately, we bought a small house in the countryside five years ago, so we decided to escape there, initially temporarily.” However in contrast to these views, the rest of the participants said that creating a good working and learning atmosphere is problematic. Participants A and J explained that “the spatial separation of a home office and homeschooling in our small flat with a quiet work environment without unnecessary distractions is impossible.” Similarly respondent C emphasised that “when you have a work laptop on the coffee table all the time, it tends to be on always. This drains your body’s own batteries very quickly. That is why it is very helpful to have a separate work area at home. But not everyone has their own office in their own four walls. One has to be creative: the side table, chest of drawers or the other end of a large dining table can also serve as a temporary workspace. It is important that your children should know that your place is where documents can be left and not immediately be used for painting on. Your child also needs his/her own place to work and study. Depending on the age, your own desk, a side table or the other end of the dining table, for example, can be used.”

The next common reason for starting working remotely and homeschooling is school shutdowns and job mutation. The findings from this study indicate that the home-office-school environments that the participants work, teach and live in may play a role in influencing their future job perspectives. As some organisations and schools reopen, participants commented that remote learning has been particularly challenging for elementary school children. Participant A said, “my six-year-old child needs a level of guidance, social interaction and tactile-learning, which is virtually impossible to replicate”. Respondents B, C, F and I said that these children “are less able to focus on digital learning for any length of time, and parents must invest more time to help them with their tasks”. It is evident that these tasks fall to women. Based on the evidence from this study, different age groups have different needs for learning. All of them pointed out that elementary children (8-12 years) prefer an on-site learning model and secondary students (12-18 years) tend to favour a hybrid (partly at home and partly at school) learning model.

Throughout the interviews, it was clear that in many families the burden caused by the home office and homeschooling fell largely to working women. They are the ones who are mostly responsible for the balance between work and school. Participant F emphasised that “due to short-time work, there is also additional free time that can be used for childcare and household duties.” Similarly, participant J said, “I work 22 hours per week, which means 4 day per week...So I take care of my child and household after my work is finished.” Another respondent highlighted that “the work-life balance is increasingly being demanded by employees and offers companies the opportunity to position themselves as
“attractive employers.” As stated by D and G, “employers must offer flexible and family-friendly working time models (e.g. flexible working hours, trust-based working hours, flexible adjustment of working hours, part-time, etc.).” Interviewee C demanded from employers “the promotion of a flexible and self-determined working day, e.g. self-determined work organisation where possible”. Comparable with this, both participants A and H highlighted their “demand for further support and expansion of family-friendliness in the workplace (e.g. a quota of teleworking and hybrid positions, the possibility of a parent-child office, etc.).”

### 4.3 Work week separation

In the process of continuing to have a home office and homeschooling, parents adopt various context-specific roles that impact on their lives. A role theory offers important insights into the study of the roles of home-office workers and homeschooling pedagogues.

In this study, all fathers had a primarily breadwinning role. Before Covid-19, all participants had a more classic subdivision of roles. Mothers worked in part-time employment. Roles and expectations changed when all family members stayed at home day in and day out. But respondent I stated, “so we found ourselves at home: my husband and I in the home office, the children in homeschooling. My husband just locked himself in his home office, headphones on and no problem. Homeschooling wasn’t important to him. They would have to make up for that at school later anyway, he said.” Comparable with this, participant J stated the following: “A division of the week was not possible because my husband did not have a decline in work due to corona, but on the contrary was extremely challenged; 90% of homeschooling, household chores and my part-time job were organised and implemented by me. The joint employment is around 70h/month.” Additionally, participant D explained: “Well, we are just stereotype parents, people. Homeschooling/household is a wife thing, mine is business…and that talent I do not have, it exceeds largely the strength that she adds. This is how we have worked together for ages; it is a symbiosis of our strengths and weaknesses.”

Interviewee B outlined gender equality: “As my wife works only 22 hours per week, I take care of the dog and our child in the morning along with my 40 hours per week, and my wife takes care of both in the afternoon.” In a similar vein, respondent A said, “I do my job 40 hours per week and my wife works 22 hours a week; I take care of the kids in the mornings, my wife does so in the afternoons”. Participant I said, “currently we have divided our week so that my husband works three full days (Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays) and I work two days (Wednesdays and Thursdays). I also work briefly on his working days from 5:30 p.m. He works full-time and I only get 30 hours of gainful employment. We sit down for half an hour every morning and discuss what is coming up and whether there are additional appointments, whether we still have to go shopping and whether we have to divide things differently. In this way our organisation actually works very well.” Furthermore, the data show that men’s and boy’s roles should not be limited to bringing home the money but also to decreasing the gender-based stereotypes. “My husband and I currently take turns on a weekly basis. I was home most of last year and organised everything,” participant F explained.

### 4.4 Suggestions and organisational recommendations

Almost all participants experienced the change of perspective from teacher to student. Respondents A, D, F and I stated: “I have found that the lockdown brought something nice with it, e.g. unexpected extra time with my kids who grow up quickly, my family and my parents. Being a teacher is somehow not very easy at all and so nerve-racking.” Similarly interviewee H stated: “My kid taught me maths – it seems that I have to do more homework.” In addition, respondent B used secret words for swear words and other words to avoid problems in the learning process, e.g. “Oh corona, you are Tsim.” But all the participants highlighted “the fatigue and fear” in relation to the home-office-school environment.

All participants stated that in privileged situations (more living space, a job that can be done remotely or support of the entire family), it is often easier to deal with the current challenges. “I went
out, he stayed in, I came back, he went out,” participant I said. Furthermore, respondent F said, “I think it is really more important to make the whole thing relaxed and peaceful as a whole family and sometimes to turn a blind eye.” Participant B said “structure is the be-all and end-all, a parallel arrangement hardly works, sequentially it is better. More self-study by kids is important, so set goals and allow them to develop their own knowledge. Oh yes, the day unfortunately only has 24 hours. You also have to accept that you do not have a lot of free time, because as a parent you have to work from home at off-peak times from time to time. A home office will certainly not work for 8 hours at a time, but for example 4 x 2 hour blocks. Or schedule the morning and afternoon. As I said, structure. However, each family (community) has to find the structure for itself. Not everything fits everyone. The employer should also show flexibility. Not everything is easy, but still feasible. But with two people going at 100%, it is a real challenge, admittedly."

Respondent C summed up the recommendations with regard to the home-office-school environment as follows: “1) Separate work areas, 2) Define times, 3) Coordinate tasks, 4) Sufficient breaks, food and exercise, 5) Avoid interference in the home-office-school environment, 6) Sufficient activity for children, 7) Self-discipline and rituals, 8) Different means of communication instead of a laptop or smartphone, 9) Make plans for after-work and family activities, and 10) Self-respect and help.” Similarly, interviewee G suggested, “I set up the home office and homeschooling structure with a timetable using different criteria: submission dates, strengths and weaknesses, what can you/your kids do alone and when, where do my kids need help (helping a parent/family member is also included here). Among these, we make time for lunch breaks, sports, cellphone time, conversations, fresh air and as much fun as we can.” Respondent F said, “anyone who claims that everything can be done easily is forgetting to tell about part of the truth and reality. It is a challenge, but it’s not about perfection, rather about the best possible arrangement for everyone involved, not only parents with children.” This respondent also highlighted the necessity for “creating a separate work area. For parents it is important when possible to have a separate room without children’s presence. Here, clear rules must be set down. It is a matter of getting it right in practice: raising a finger in front of your lips means, Shhh, I’ll talk again in a moment.” “Additionally, the children have to learn to play alone in their room for a while, even when the father or mother is at home; the little ones are incredibly happy about these opportunities. The parents’ creativity is required. Perhaps a children’s office can be made out of cardboard with woollen threads as connecting cables to the parents,” respondent F suggested. An important statement was made by participant D, who asked, “what must you do if the child screams during a phone/conference call?” He went on as follows: “If nothing else works, then the phone/conference must be interrupted. Often there is more understanding and compassion at the other end than expected. The worst idea is to try to have fruitless discussions with the kids during the phone call or meeting. Anyone who has to interrupt the call should apologise briefly and thank the other for their understanding, but do not resort to blame and self-accusation. That’s the way it is in the home office with small children. Those at the other end of the line who are not used to this will get used to it in the coming weeks.” Additionally, respondent A added that “sometimes the headphones help when we use calls or online calls.”

There was much discussion about the issue of health in the home-office-schooling environment. All participants agree that the past months have shown that the old culture of being present on the company’s premises is often replaced by a culture of availability: now you are “always on, always in front of the screen, the phone always in your hand”. Moreover, you “work at the kitchen table, on the sofa, in bed, and one video conference follows another”. Participants said that this situation “is likely to make you sick pretty quickly. At least it leads to a state of exhaustion from which you suffer for a very long time. Self-discipline, self-care and self-management are the magic words.” Respondents A, C, E, G, H and I highlighted the importance of “taking breaks”, as the received data indicates greater levels of health problems such as “office eye syndrome (dry, red eyes), headache, backache, poor quality of sleep, bad digestion”. All these respondents advised: “several times an hour, consciously look into the distance, away from the PC. Stand up, shake your limbs, jump around, dance, stretch (and include your children in this). This is what body and mind need as a balance to sitting. Get proper fresh air once an
hour. That’s just as good as separating work and eating, instead of constantly eating at the PC and dropping crumbs on the keyboard.” Respondents B, D and F suggested: “It’s more important than ever that while eating, all digital devices should remain switched off or out of reach.” All the parents also talked about a “digital quarantine”. They explained this as follows: “Think about limiting your children’s use of cellphones and tablets until their schoolwork is done satisfactorily.”

Participant A highlighted the importance of “talking to friends and acquaintances regularly, exchanging ideas, helping each other and listening (this is very helpful) even if it is only possible remotely. This helps prevent loneliness, works against the feeling of being locked in and left alone.” “Why not start a hobby now? It doesn’t necessarily have to be baking bread. Handicrafts might be something which you can share with family members and donate to others. The old saying that helping and giving make you happy is true,” participant J declared.

5. Discussion

According to the latest survey data, the blurring of boundaries between work and leisure time becomes more prevalent with WFH (WU, 2021). Throughout the interviews, all the participants expressed the view that at the beginning of the lockdown drawing a clear boundary between home-office-school environments caused some difficulties. Additionally, it was observed that parents with younger children experienced problems of compatibility. This is not the same issue as data from the same study which confirmed that combining childcare and work during the lockdown was a difficult task, especially for women (WU, 2021).

The literature suggests that when fathers are involved in childcare, children experience positive outcomes in socio-emotional, behavioural and cognitive/educational domains (Lamb and Tamis-LeMonda, 2004). Similarly, when fathers involve themselves in the lives of their children, the relationship between the parents improves, and the family experiences greater cohesion and resilience (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2004). According to data from the interviews, before Covid-19 all participants had a more classic subdivision of roles. Roles and expectations changed when all the family members were present in the home day in and day out. Only with three females out of all the participants did we observe gender inequality in the home-office-school environment.

Recent results show that most of the additional housework and childcare associated with Covid-19 falls on women, while childcare activities are more equally shared within the couple than housework activities (Del Boca et al., 2020). This view is shared by all the interviewed participants. Our data confirm that WFH offers both men and women the opportunity to spend more time with their children. Del Boca et al. (2020) corroborate this by stating that higher percentages of both women and men spend less time with their children if they continue to work away from the home.

What will be the consequences of the increase in WFH? In data from Beno et al. (2021), more than half the respondents feel more productive at home than in the office. But WFH may generate new sources of conflict and stress at home (Song and Gao, 2019). Our data further suggest that structure is the be-all and end-all for the home-office-school environment; a parallel arrangement hardly works, while a sequential set-up is a better approach. But how the theoretical constructs of home office and homeschool are combined in practice is an issue that still has to be settled?

6. Conclusion

The focus of this study was to investigate how face-to-display working parents with school-age children cope with the disparate face-to-display work and school challenges, especially when schools are closed. In order to address this study, a qualitative research paradigm using WhatsApp as a medium was employed in order to explore how parents are able to manage the home office, the homeschool and the household under one roof.

The research questions for this study ask:

- How are parents able to manage the home office, the homeschool and the household under
one roof? One cannot do everything at once, and a home-office-school balance will not be possible everywhere. It depends on flexibility and housing, age of the children, the support of the entire family, partnerships, skills and rules. The compatibility of the home-office-school environment depends on occupation (possible assistance), school (the organisation of further e-learning, private lessons, networking), everyday life (structures, daily rhythms, time management, real goals, plans), family (family time, appointments, activities in the fresh air, hobbies, serenity and maintaining social contacts) and children (establishing a good learning/working atmosphere, timetables, supplementary multimedia learning tools, praise and support).

- Will WFH and homeschooling disadvantage working mothers more than working fathers?
  The burden of working from home, school closures, kids at home, with their needs for play, meals, attention and education falls more to women (only three females out of all the participants) but our data show the need for gender equality to balance the home-office-school environment.

This study is set in the distinct socio-cultural context of the home and its environs as the site for the full/part-time work and full-time education of children who are of compulsory school-going age. In conclusion, the home-office-school balance can only be achieved if we accept that home-office and care work cannot be done at the same time. There has to be a fundamental change and a redistribution of care work. The parents interviewed for this study who previously mainly worked in the office and only came home in the evenings will now realise how exhausting carework with children can be. This is a good starting point for the redistribution of work. With the current prevalence of homeschooling there is a strong call for parents to share the responsibilities of childcare, a trend that is set to continue as the world of work becomes more and more digital, a situation that demands diversity, emotion and empathy.

This research has some limitations. Time is the first limitation because interviews are time-consuming to conduct. Secondly, the availability of the WhatsApp technology tool. Additionally, qualitative research may be subjective due to the reliability of the researcher’s views (Bryman and Bell, 2015).
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